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A New Bureau For Inquirers.

Fr. Farley

An apologetic senior writes:

"Last spring one of the Bulletins carried seven questions concerning our Faith. These were reprinted this year on January nineteenth and the students were urged to send them to their non-Catholic friends.

"Since the answers should all be in by this time, it has been suggested that I reveal myself as the author of the questions, and for this reason: other men at Notre Dame may wish to aid me in a personal survey of the attitude of non-Catholic youth towards the Catholic Church.

"The results of my survey last spring appear in 'Ask Questions Yourself', an article in the September Catholic Digest.

"Indirectly I have heard that an organization is being formed on the campus for the sole reason of answering questions about the Church. The Bulletin, I suppose, receives many inquiries from non-Catholics, and they cannot all be answered because of a lack of sufficient personnel.

"An active and interested group of students, organized under the guidance of a priest and willing to do a certain amount of research, could do a work truly in accord with the ideals of a Catholic University. At the same time they would attain a very sound understanding of their Faith.

"I would appreciate any contact you may be able to give me with other students who you think would interest themselves in this work.

Sincerely and respectfully yours,
(Signed) Burnett C. Bauer, 11 Sorin Hall."

Purpose Of The Bureau.

That organization you heard about, Burnett, is to become a Bureau of Inquiry. The Bulletin hereby invites its 150,000 readers, Catholic and non-Catholic, in every state and several foreign countries, rich and poor, lettered and unlettered, to send in questions having to do with apologetics. The Bureau will attempt, with the aid of students in apologetics working under a priest, to answer every question by a personal letter. If you or your friends have any difficulties in the field of apologetics, let's hear from you. Address your letter: Bureau of Inquiry, Notre Dame, Indiana.

In Your Charity,

remember Brother Willibrord who died early yesterday in St. Joseph's Hospital. He was the originator of the famous "Notre Dame bun." For over thirty years he was the baker for the religious community on the campus.

MOTHERS: (deceased) friend of Joe Gottland '17; father of friend of Joe Clifford, Ill, father of Clark Reynolds (Al); Mrs. and Peggy Bauman; Tom Magee '32; Jack McCourt; mother of John Flanagan; (operation) Miss Ellen; Raymond Micinski. 8 specific intentions.